
MM Email Blue Sheet—After Easter 
RESTORING THE HOP TO MY HIPPITY HOPPITYING 

 After 40 days of tracking myself—and Jesus—all the way to Easter, I’m tired. 

 Easter at Inavale Farm was terrific and upbeat. (You’ll rarely hear a preacher say that the 

Easter service was a downer). But you know the first thing I did when I got home? I put the recliner down 

for a nap…just like days when we did 3 services on Sunday. I ached. I was all out of hop. 

 

 Easter doesn’t fix everything. It didn’t way back when, and it doesn’t now. If you get into the 

Easter day story you discover that the Jesus society was not exactly gleeful about the outcome of that long 

journey to Jerusalem. If we get it right they were confused, dismayed, sad and grieving. Just like a normal 

person would be after a funeral. Later editors tried to sprinkle in some hints of joy about an empty tomb. 

But the fact is that they returned to their homes and their work and their lives. They had lost whatever hop 

they had following their friend and seeing him dead and buried. Easter would be a long time  coming. 

 

 We had people at our Easter happening (I restrained myself from saying hop-pening) fresh 

from a Saturday funeral and burial. I was thinking of them when I said that the Easter story is the true 

story of grief. The joy that became associated with Easter was a long time coming. The first to actually 

write about a risen Jesus was Paul. His own “Easter” occurred seven years after the crucifixion. Seven 

years after! The resurrection reports of appearances were in individuals, as often as not in different places 

at different times. 

 

 This is what we must expect when trying to recover the hop of our busy hippity hoppity lives. 

Yes, we can expect an Easter in our lives. Our “spirits” can be renewed, reborn, and refreshed. Even Jesus 

can have life again and again. That seems to be a historical fact seen in the lives of people. Easter is still 

happening.  

 

 I called my spoken Moment on Easter “Hippity Hoppity Hoping” concluding with appearances 

of the living Jesus in our time…. such as Cezar Chavez, whose image appeared in the Google artistry on 

Easter morning. A Catholic Christian man so in-spirited that he led millions of agricultural workers to 

dignity….. I mentioned Paul, not the Apostle, but the Paul who sang “Impossible Dream” for Easter, and 

revised “Peter Cottontail” for us and who year after year has translated musical notes and words into spirit 

in ways that in-spirit us. The Jesus spirit is alive in him. …..Not realizing that a half dozen Catholics were 

in attendance I added Francis, the newest Pope, who revealed the living spirit of Jesus as he chose to 

wash the feet of prisoners instead of priests, including the feet of two women. I saw Jesus alive today in 

Francis.  

 

 So I’m now hoping down my path, knowing that my Jesus metaphor cannot resonate with 

everyone. The fact is that all humans deal with injustice and persecution and crucifixion. There are 

millions of unanswered prayers in every language and religion. The idea of a caring God—or any kind of 

God—is not an easy sell. When the songs and trumpets and crowds and parades of Easter pass, we are left 

where we were. I still have to face that court in Yakima on Thursday. I still have a memorial service to be 

home for on Friday. I still have some mailings to finish. I still have grass that needs mowing…So my 

hippity hoppity life continues…and so does yours. Easter is not the end of the bunny trail. It is only the 

beginning. Hop on!        

         Art Morgan, April 2, 2013 

 


